Greetings to all of our Satanic Family,

The Summer Solstice is upon us. As we all have seen, the Joy of Satan is rapidly expanding, and we are manifesting more and more the will of the Gods. The Summer Solstice is a good time to celebrate, and to look forward for more creative potential.

Among the anticipated works for this time, will be Azazel's Ritual. Now, these Rituals are designed to do many positive things. One of the important things is to connect one's mind and opening up one's brain towards the Demon in question, esoterically.

Exoterically, it deals with undoing the work of the enemy and as praise to the God. There is more that is underlined here.

This enemy works against us, extends in very deep levels, which stand behind many problems Gentiles are currently undergoing, and these Rituals progressively work to fix the individual, the outer world, and give also proper glory to the Gods these praise.

The Ritual for Azazel, capstones right now the Rituals for the 4 Crowns. It is only fitting to put Azazel in the center for this Solstice, after all he has done for us collectively and for the Ministry.

For those that might not know, Azazel/Apollo has been a head instructor and helper for mankind for tens of thousands of years, and never abandoned humanity. This is mentioned even in literary work from the enemy about him, and the Ancient sources like Plutarch also mention this vividly.

Read more about Azazel/Apollo here:


His kind and loving side is very powerful, and his vengeful side is a terrifying sight. It is necessary that both are understood, and this Ritual will help towards this end. With all the RTR and schedule work we have done, now all of this can act as foundation for other and more important work.

Azazel is blessing us all with a lot of knowledge, and it's time to give back to whom who blesses us and our spiritual home.
Lastly, because as you can see, there is tireless work and expansion going on, help us
do what the Gods want done, and do not forget the house of the Gods in this world.
Donate and do your part so that we climb this very high mountain and attain necessary
stability and resources, what the Gods have required from us, so that we may all be
free collectively.

Everything we do for this place, it will be returned to us for generations.

We will never stop until all the Gods are restored to full stature and until humanity can
walk the path of the Gods again.

HAIL AZAZEL!!!!!!!

Below, there is a Ritual Schedule for us to follow:

[The Bold dates are for putting intense focus on the Rituals.]

20. Azazel's Power Ritual, Reversing the Curse Against the Goat [For Americans, the
20th at Night, can be taken as a Solstice can be taken as point to begin]
21. Azazel's Power Ritual, Reversing the Curse Against the Goat
22. Azazel's Power Ritual, Reversing the Curse Against the Goat
23. Azazel's Power Ritual, Reversing the Curse Against the Goat
25. Azazel's Power Ritual, Protect JoS Ritual
26. Azazel's Power Ritual, Protect JoS Ritual

Links to the Rituals:


Reverse Curse Against Goat Ritual: https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Lev_16_22.html

Protect JOS Ritual: https://satanslibrary.org/JOS_Protection_Runes.html

Wealth and Prosperity for Spiritual Satanists Ritual:
https://satanslibrary.org/ProsperityRitualRunes.html
Azazel’s Power Ritual
by HPHC

1. This Ritual is based on vibrating the Runes and making certain affirmations. Raising your energies before the Ritual is advised.
2. The Sigil that is provided is the point of focus where this Ritual is upon. It is this Sigil here.
3. The Runes that are done here, can be vibrated around the center of the Sigil where the Shenu Protection Ring is. You can imagine this lighting up so much, like the Sun has a layer of light surrounding all of it.
4. Vibrate these Runes in a short version [ie, do not draw the runic vibration on a very big breath, especially for those who are new and can't do that many vibrations].
5. When you affirm that the curses etc are going back to their senders, it can help to imagine this.

Start by Vibrating the letters of the Runes and then affirming once the following:

F
Fehu x10

L
Lagur x10

B
Berkano x10
Then affirm:

Beautiful Azazel, Renown Apollo, Blessed is your Name and Glorified.
You are Harmony, Truly Existing One
Brighter are you than the sun, your rays are the seats of wisdom
Even the Sun will say when He sees you: Behold, for Lord Apollo is coming!

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

I call you by your Name: A, ZA, AZAZIL, ZAZIL, ON, APOLLON, ZAZIL, AZAZIL, ZA, A!

Ansuz x10

Sowilo x10

Algiz x10

Today, we lift all curses and attacks against your Holy Name,
We remove all sins that have been falsely sent to you.

Cleansed are you Apollo Azazel, divine shepherd of the Goats
Your name is Detached from all Corrupted Notions, lies and slander,
Now and Permanently!

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]
Odthal x10

Mannaz x10

Eihwaz x10

In Sumeria they call you, Udu,
In Hellas they spoke to you with great hymns, lovely Apollo,
In Babylon, the Sun was shaking on the hearing of your Name, Shammash
In Egypt, you are the Hidden Sun of Re
You are now Azazel,
Your Name is whole, divided and undivided!!

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

Kenaz x10

Sowilo x10

Wunjo x10
You play the Divine Hymn and Harp,
Everlasting is the joy of your followers,
When you arrive, all pain and perils depart
You break the chains of ignorance in your followers!

Blessed is your Name, Apollo Azazel!

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

Tiwaz x10

Sowilo x10

Thurisaz x10

All curses that have been sent against you are lifted, returned in full to your enemies,
All those who attacked you and slandered you have their sins returned back to them,
All who confessed their sins on your Holy Goat are covered in their own sins eternally.

All hatred sent against your Name and your divine Goats, is now backfired onto the Jews and those who alongside them have slandered you and your Holy Name APOLLO, AZAZEL.

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]
Azazel, you have been returned to your stature and your light,
We can see the hidden sun, the brightest one,
Those who curse you are cursed tenfold,
Those who bless you are blessed tenfold,

Infinitely powerful is the Shenu around you, eternal living sun!

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

---Vibrate x10 times: A-PO-LON [AAAAAA-PO-LOOOOOOOON]

Then Affirm 3 times:

AUM

ALL THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE, LORD AZAZEL!

YOU STAND INVINCIBLE AGAINST ALL LIES!

THE TRUTH ABOUT YOU IS SEEN PERMANENTLY BY ALL!

AUM
Then, close the Ritual, saying ONCE:

“HAIL SATAN, HAIL BEELZEBUL, HAIL ASTARTE—SATAN’S POWER IS SUPREME AND FELT BY ALL!”

Ritual Notes:
सत् = SAT, real, true, truthful in Sanskrit

To pronounce the Runes

Raising your Energies

The Symbol that encapsulates the Sigil: The Shen Ring, Egyptian Hieroglyphic language. The Shen also survived in Chinese tradition as a glyph for Spiritual Force, Divine Force, and God.

The letters of the sigil inside: The Ancient Greek letters for Azazel's Name in arrangement.

Sigil For Focus: